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clueclue
(noun)

1. A crossword puzzle has a clueclue for
each word.

2. Scientists are looking for a clueclue
that will lead to a cure for cancer.

3. A clueclue is a piece of information
that helps you figure out
something.

evidenceevidence
(noun)

1. Scientists use evidenceevidence to prove or
disprove theories.

2. The ship's cook discovered evidenceevidence of
rats onboard, including ragged holes
chewed in the sacks of rice.

3. In a court of law, evidenceevidence is used to
prove a person's guilt or innocence.

fiercefierce
(adjective)

1. There is a gentle, or not fiercefierce,
breeze today.

2. The word fiercefierce can mean violent,
as in fiercefierce fighting, or intense, as
in she has a fiercefierce desire to
become a writer.

3. A mouse is meek, while a lion is
fiercefierce.
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fossilfossil
(noun)

1. A fossilfossil is formed from the remains of a
prehistoric organism that was preserved
in a petrified form.

2. Scientists found a fossilfossil of a Hadrosaur,
which is a type of dinosaur.

3. There's a fossilfossil at the natural history
museum that is over twenty thousand
years old.

locationlocation
(noun)

1. Synonyms for locationlocation  include
locale, position, and venue.

2. The map legend helped us find the
locationlocation  of the largest city in
California.

3. My favorite restaurant is moving
to a new locationlocation .

proveprove
(verb)

1. When you proveprove something, you
show that it is true.

2. Scientists do experiments to proveprove
things.

3. You can proveprove how helpful you

are by washing the dishes.
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remainsremains
(noun)

1. Scientists found the remainsremains  of a
dinosaur in the form of bones and
bone fragments.

2. We can learn about prehistoric
animals by studying their remainsremains .

3. I put the remainsremains  of our dinner in a
container so we could later eat them
as leftovers.

skeletonskeleton
(noun)

1. Humans could not stand without
a skeletonskeleton .

2. A skeletonskeleton  is the structure of
bones that supports the body of a
person or other animal.

3. The scientists examined the
skeletonskeleton  and determined that it
belonged to an ancient bird.

uncoveruncover
(verb)

1. To uncoveruncover  something is to remove
whatever shields it from being seen.

2. The detectives were lucky to
uncoveruncover , or find, new evidence that
made it easier to solve the crime.

3. Put on a hat to cover your head, and
take it off to uncoveruncover  your head.
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Name:Name:   

INSTRUCTIONS: Record a vocabulary word in each word box. Then write a synonym and an antonym,
draw a picture, and define each word. Use each word in a sentence on the back of this worksheet.

Word Picture

Synonym

Antonym

Word Picture

Synonym

Antonym
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clueclue

a thing or piece of
information that helps

solve a puzzle, problem,
or mystery

(noun)

evidenceevidence
something that supports

a theory or claim;
testimony or proof

(noun)

fiercefierce
very powerful, forceful,

or violent
(adjective)



fossilfossil
the remains of a plant or

animal that turned to
stone over time

(noun)

locationlocation
the position or place of

something
(noun)

proveprove
to show that something

is true using logic,
reason, or evidence

(verb)



remainsremains

the material that is left
after an organism dies or

after something is
finished
(noun)

skeletonskeleton

the framework of bones
and cartilage that

supports and protects
the body of a human or

other vertebrate
(noun)

uncoveruncover to reveal
(verb)
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Name:Name:   

An analogyanalogy shows a relationship between two sets of words. The words in the first pair must have the same
relationship as the words in the second pair. To complete an analogy with a missing word, you must first
discover the relationship between the completed pair. (Example: Cat is to meow as dog is to bark.)

question  muscular  dirt  shield  trouble

instruct  appendages  response  tender

INSTRUCTIONS: Determine the relationship between the first pair of words. Then use the words in the
word box to complete the second pair of words.

1. EvidenceEvidence  is to proof ...as... problemproblem is to 

2. FierceFierce  is to ferocious ...as... gentlegentle  is to 

3. ClueClue  is to hint ...as... answeranswer is to 

4. FossilFossil  is to remains ...as... soilsoil  is to 

5. LocationLocation is to locate ...as... instructioninstruction is to 

.

.

.

.

.
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Name:Name:   

An analogyanalogy shows a relationship between two sets of words. The words in the first pair must have the same
relationship as the words in the second pair. To complete an analogy with a missing word, you must first
discover the relationship between the completed pair. (Example: Cat is to meow as dog is to bark.)

response  appendages  tender  shield

question  dirt  instruct  trouble  muscular

INSTRUCTIONS: Determine the relationship between the first pair of words. Then use the words in the
word box to complete the second pair of words.

1. SkeletonSkeleton is to skeletal ...as... musclemuscle  is to 

2. UncoverUncover is to expose ...as... covercover is to 

3. ProveProve  is to show ...as... askask  is to 

4. RemainsRemains are to leftovers ...as... l imbslimbs is to 

.

.

.

.
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Name:Name:   

fierce  location  uncover  clue  fossil  prove

skeleton  remains  evidence

INSTRUCTIONS: Use the vocabulary words in the word box above to complete the sentences below.

1. They think the treasure map contains a  on where to find
some gold.

2. Instead of the cafe, let's change our meeting to a different 

.

3. I'd like to see some  before I make a decision.

4. A  is the preserved remains of a prehistoric plant or
animal.

5. The two dogs are complete opposites?"one is , and the
other is gentle.
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Name:Name:   

fierce  location  fossil  clue  prove  remains

skeleton  evidence  uncover

INSTRUCTIONS: Use the vocabulary words in the word box above to complete the sentences below.

1. A  is made of bones and cartilage.

2. Archaeologists study the  of people and other organisms
that lived long ago.

3. The painting was draped with a sheet until the artist was ready to 

, or reveal, it.

4. When you spell a word, you  that you know how to.
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Name:Name:   

A synonymsynonym is a word that has the same or almost the same meaning as another word. (Example:
hot/burning)

INSTRUCTIONS: Read the words in the left-hand column. Then list at least two synonyms for each word in
the right-hand column. Use one of the synonyms to write a complete sentence for each word.

clueclue
Synonyms:

Sentence:

.

evidenceevidence
Synonyms:

Sentence:

.

fiercefierce
Synonyms:

Sentence:

.

fossilfossil
Synonyms:

Sentence:

.

locationlocation
Synonyms:

Sentence:

.
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Name:Name:   

A synonymsynonym is a word that has the same or almost the same meaning as another word. (Example:
hot/burning)

INSTRUCTIONS: Read the words in the left-hand column. Then list at least two synonyms for each word in
the right-hand column. Use one of the synonyms to write a complete sentence for each word.

uncoveruncover
Synonyms:

Sentence:

.
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Name:Name:   

INSTRUCTIONS: Use what you know about the vocabulary words to complete the following sentences.

1. Jill couldn't remember the locationlocation of .

2. You can uncoveruncover your head by .

3. An example of a f iercefierce  animal is .

4. The remainsremains of a dinosaur might include .

5. EvidenceEvidence  can be used to .

6. A skeletonskeleton is .

7. A clueclue  can help solve a .

8. I can proveprove  that .

9. A fossilfossil  comes from .
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Name:Name:   

INSTRUCTIONS: Choose the best answer to complete each statement.

1. A clue helps with .

2. In court, what is one type of
evidence?

3. Fierce means the same as 
.

4. A fossil is formed when an
organism is .

a hunger
b puzzles
c crafts

a an objection
b testimony
c recess

a powerful
b mild
c nervous

a buried quickly
b submerged in water
c exposed to air

5. I could not find the ,
or location, of the lake in my
town.

6. To prove that he is strong,
he has to .

7. What are the remains of a
meal called?

8. A skeleton  your
organs.

a locate
b position
c people

a show it
b smile all day
c tell people

a leftovers
b casseroles
c desserts

a hides
b protects
c damages
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Name:Name:   

INSTRUCTIONS: Choose the best answer to complete each statement.

9.  is not an antonym
for uncover.

a Confess
b Hide
c Shield
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